
Father and Sons Home Improvements LLC
Extends Roofing Solutions & Home Repairs

Father and Sons Home Improvements

offer roofing services along with home

maintenance such as masonry, windows,

siding, chimney & gutter services in New

Jersey.

PARAMUS, NJ, UNITED STATES,

February 3, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Weather is one of the main factors that

influence the type of roof a building

should have and how to maintain it.

Each region is affected by a different

climate, meaning different roofing

requirements depending on the area.

New Jersey is accustomed to cold

winters and humid summers, an

average of 16 inches of snow yearly,

and mild yearly rainfall. This type of

weather is bound to have an impact on

roofs – especially continuous, year-

round rain. Because of this, property

owners are advised to regularly inspect

their building's roof for two reasons: to

prepare for such weather and to

ensure that it does not cause irreparable damage when it arrives. New Jersey residents

frequently hire roof repair services like Father and Sons Home Improvements for professional

roof inspections, repairs, and general maintenance, as they know that expert skills are required.

Problems like roof leaks and stagnant water are common in buildings and homes that receive

rain throughout the year. Moisture can seep into the roof and cause leaks along with other

unwelcome issues in a building – whether as a result of continuous rain or due to water logging.

Employing a roofing company can help prevent mold, mildew, and rotting caused by water

pooling and leaks in homes. A roofing contractor will know how to install quality gutters and

metal flashing to ensure water flows properly and doesn't pool on the roof. This lowers the

likelihood of leaks and moisture buildup. Father and Sons Home Improvements is a reputable
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I contacted Father and Sons

to have my grandmother's

roof repaired, and let me tell

you, I will be using this

company again!”

Nick St. Andrew

local company specializing in residential and commercial

roofing maintenance and repairs. 

"I contacted Father and Sons to have my grandmother's

roof repaired, and let me tell you, I will be using this

company again! They were at the house in a very

reasonable amount of time, I was quoted a very honest

and fair price, and the work spoke for itself. Highly

recommend to anyone who needs any sort of roof repair,

or home maintenance in general."

-Nick St. Andrew

Chimneys are an extended part of the roof that require regular maintenance. When a fireplace is

lit, creosote and chimney soot build up in the chimney. Creosote is a byproduct of burning wood

and can be found in a thick and oily tar-like consistency that can lead to house fires under

intense heat. Therefore, a deep clean is vital to ensure complete safety. Experienced contractors

are well-equipped in new chimney installations, repairs, and cleaning services. Father and Sons

Home Improvements is one such company that helps New Jersey residents stay on top of their

chimney and roofing requirements. 

Property managers can address roofing maintenance needs by looking for a good roofer.

Searching for roofers near me will help them find a professional roofing company that is

equipped to prepare and treat roofs for longevity in the typical New jersey area. In addition, such

service providers often provide free quotes and estimates for customer satisfaction.  

About Father and Sons Home Improvements LLC

Father and Sons Home Improvements is an expert in everything roofing, from maintenance and

repairs to new installations and remodels. With an extensive experience of over five decades in

the industry, they service roofs in the city of New Jersey. They also offer siding, gutters, masonry,

windows, and insulation along with roofing, providing a complete range of maintenance services

in Bergen County, Morris County, Passaic County, Essex County, Hudson County, and Union

County.
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Father and Sons Home Improvements LLC
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